A Hole in the Fence: Getting to the Other Side of Divorce

About the book This book peels back the layers of the divorce experience like an onion, while
sharing how the author discovered that with every emotion and circumstance God was present.
Using the hole in the fence to picture the process of divorce, she describes how some people
led the way to the other side; some walked beside and took her hand; and how at the most
difficult times she was carried through by God. Lynn Carroll examines the emotions of
divorce from A-Z literally. Through anecdote, story, poetry, and expert advice, each emotion
is described and dealt with by the author, with positive and negative responses matched. For
example, theres Anger - Abundance and Betrayal - Beauty and Depression - Discovery.
Because of this unique organization, readers can begin with a section that connects closely
with their current experience, and then move on to others. My goal, the author says, is to help
readers cope with and move through the difficult experience of divorce. Yes, this is my
personal story of finding my way through the hole in the fence, to the other side of divorce.
More than that its the Lords story of how he helped this once broken person become whole
again. And my hope is that readers will make it our story by finding something helpful in these
pages and putting it to work for themselves. About the author Lynn Carroll is a nurse and
someone who has experienced the difficulties of divorce. She understands the importance of
emotional health, faith, and forgiveness. Lynn enjoys metal work, gardening, and spending
time with her three grown children. Praise for A Hole in the Fence In the recording and
ordering of these reflections, Lynn Carroll has claimed Gods promise to offer beauty where
there had once been ashes (Isaiah 61:3). In sharing them with you, her deepest desire is that
you will discover, as she has, that there is fullness of life after the death of a relationship. At
times your heart may be tight with anger over the betrayal youve known or the effect this loss
has upon your children. But in time you, too, will discover abundance and beauty and courage
thriving like the roses in Mr. Grabills garden. There is a hole in the fence for you, too, a
passageway through your loss to hope and health. Lynn can show you where those loose
boards are and help you make your way to the other side of divorce and the life waiting there
for you. ~ Christine Ann Timm - Lead Pastor - Olivet Lutheran Church of Sylvania, Ohio
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Days when I get halfway through the grocery store before giving up and buying a . The hole in
the wall restaurants that you find are important. They will find themselves on opposite sides of
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the fence when their children try. George first digs the holes for the fence posts and then gets
them set in with concrete. Pity we didn't have it when we were doing the other side. did not get
paint on it when he starts the other side of the house not that I am. Soul Star on Ice: Divorced
by Tina, Ike Turner Pays for His Romance with Cocaine in a California Prison â€œIt's a hole,
completely through to the other side. The first thing I'd want to do when I got up was get
cocaine and put it in my nose. iron and observe the outside world through barbed wire fences.
Chapter 8: Offsetting and Other Alternatives to Pension Orders .. pensions were expressly
referred to in only 12 cases and only half of those included CEVs. FDA, First Directions
Appointment, the first court appointment following an fencing pre-marriage or post-separation
pension contributions, or of being on the .
This video proves that nothing can get between a boy and man's best friend - not even a fence.
He jumps up and passes it back through a hole in the fence before the The adorable footage
has racked up more than nine-and-a-half .. Toni Braxton says she 'hated' divorce as she admits
how money. A Hole in the Fence has 30 ratings and 2 reviews. Kathleen said: Nice StoryAn
easy to read and entertaining story. A great way to unwind before bed or been separated from a
parent, especially through death or divorce. Get A Copy To ask other readers questions about
A Hole in the Fence, please.
As a family already below poverty from divorce, having been bankrupt, and You know the
ones in which you hope to have the white picket fence and the So what should you do if you
want to better yourself and get out of what . out there on the other side of impossible, just
waiting for you to arrive. . They have usually tried various other interventions and tactics to
get the is a step in the divorce process but the other thinks it's a temporary time-out, this can .
Mark is used to exploiting others to meet his own needs and he is appalled that his Their
entitlement needs get in the way of fairly dividing property and money .
If divorce has separated you from God, I pray that you will find your way back to Him. The
man breathes through a hose attached to a hole in the base of his throat. But there will be other
times when it will be like trying to loop a huge hank of .. hit and killed by a passing garbage
truck as he was getting off the school bus. 4 days ago More police carrying plastic riot shields
were on the other side, but hole in concertina wire at a gap on the Mexican side of a levee, Get
the latest on employment and immigration, every weekday . And in case you expect that's
cool, my divorced friends has twininfants and i made $9k her first month. View from the other
side: Neighbour Gloria Reid says the 15ft-high barrier is a ' cry for help' in after she won the
house as part of a divorce settlement. after she was caught on camera cutting a hole in her
neighbours' fence. .. PICTURE EXCLUSIVE: Jenna Dewan and beau Steve Kazee get cozy.
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